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of the situation and of the Sheridan County farmers problems, THAT
CORN IS THE KEY to the prosperity of this section of the country.....
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« » The

Corn acreage of Sheridan County has quadrupled the past
season—Every Community is having its Corn Show—
•* »
i 4 Helland-Strand Hardware, always abreast of the times has as usual
anticipated the needs of the farmers in this new farming phase, and has
on hand a supply of
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Come and see our line and you will
find the prices right. They provide
speed and comfort to an otherwise
irksome task.
Built t o save you time and effort—
they are the last word in practical
economy and are made to fit. If
you have a husking bee the husky
buskers will appreciate this timesaver.
—PRICES—
AS LOW AS

Calculate the Saving and Make Your Purchase Now
i iPPF ASSORTMENT— CLASSICAL INSTRUMENTAL, POPULAR INstpomfntAI COMICS MUSICAL AND SPEAKING RECORDS; SONGS:

AS HIGH AS

sSK^uctsSÎTssical, popular, sacred, sentimental and

COMIC.
OF THE OPPORTUNITY
TAKE ADVANTAGE
CATALOGUE OF RECORDS
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A. Amundsen
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The
Jeweler

Helland-Strand
THE OLD RELIABLE STORE”.
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